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RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

Here's how a local living
community is helping the
housing crisis

The housing crisis demands additional available real

estate. Rather than adding full-size homes or the average
set of apartment units, a housing community developer is
ready to cater to the 55-plus aged householders, coaxing

them into a set of rental units made especially with their
needs in mind.
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Julie Stein, vice president of

marketing at Treplus Communities.

PROVIDED BY JULIE STEIN

Treplus Communities is mid-construction for its newest set
of 55-plus, single-story rental homes in Centerville to

provide a comfortable, social community which acts as a
transitional space for the local baby boomer generation.

“It's a movement that is really growing across the United
States. It's sort of what I would consider that precursor to

that continuum of care where someone might go to
independent living, then assisted living or skilled care, but
we're ahead of that,” said Julie Stein, vice president of

marketing at Treplus Communities.

Stein said a factor of the local housing crisis are retired, or

close-to-retirement-aged baby boomers holding onto their
homes who have nowhere else to go. She said almost 70%
of single-family homes are owned by baby boomers.

“Without them releasing some of the real estate by selling

their homes by moving into communities like ours, this
housing shortage is going to continue, although many
multifamily developers like us continue to build these

apartment communities as well," Stein said.

More multi-family developers are working to build 55+

adult living communities, which aim to solve another
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problem Stein highlighted. She said one of the biggest
challenges for empty nester or widowed baby boomers is a

feeling of isolation. Treplus Communities and other similar
developments offer residents a community aspect for them
to connect with neighbors and form relationships.

“It’s a phase of life where it is easy to make friends because

everyone is looking to make friends,” Stein said.

Treplus Communities’ five-phase project is currently still

in phase one, each phase ending with a set of move-in-
ready units. Stein projects the final phase to be completed
by end of 2022.

The Centerville location at 4500 Dogwood Circle E. sits on

20 acres of land with plans to build 110 apartment homes,
varying between one and two bedroom, 1,200- to 1,600-
square-foot units. Stein said 15 units will be ready for

move-in at the end of phase one.

Additionally, a 5,000-square-foot clubhouse with a fitness

center, business center, Wi-Fi café with catering services
and space for events and game nights will be built on
property along with a dog park and community garden.

Each unit is made with universal design, meaning wider

hallways, zero entry into the home and shower, outlets
sitting higher on walls and more. Universal design is not to
be confused with ADA compliance.

Treplus Communities has pre-leased about 20 units
ranging between $1,895 and $2,800 per month with a

projected first batch of move in by end of quarter one in
2022. Stein said they are still accepting pre-lease

applications for units.

“We are super excited to be part of the mixed-use

development cornerstone of Centerville north,” Stein said.
“We’ve felt very welcomed by the Centerville community
and we’re just thrilled to be part of the fabric of the

community.
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MORE FOR YOU More 

Treplus Communities currently owns and runs three other
55-plus housing communities in Ohio, two in Columbus

and one in Dublin. The company has recently been
selected to receive the Silver Award Honors as a finalist in
the Best of 55+ Housing Awards presented by the National

Association of Homebuilders.
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